In this study, we aim at obtaining inverse kinematic model of a serial manipulator using spatial operator algebra. For testing the inverse kinematic algorithm, the Vpython software program which has simultaneous view and software working, is used. The aim is to measure the inverse kinematics modeling work on different serial manipulator mechanisms with spatial vector algebra. The algorithm is used with the same reference inputs on the recursive, exact and nonrecursive manipulators. During the tests, the permitted error tolerance is 0.01 cm. The graph plots show that the algorithm is fit for the error tolerance.
Introduction


In this study, by using spatial operator algebra, the inverse kinematical analysis of exact, redundant and nonredundant manipulators with the structure of serial topological is made. Analytical methods related to inverse kinematic solution can be resolved as symbolic or numeric. The great disadvantage of symbolic solution comes into existence in the case of the manipulator DOF (degree of freedom) increase. Particularly, statements that become more complex in differential operation come into being. In this sense, it is known that numeric Jacobian matrix is in practice. Obtaining Jacobian matrix with the methods known in literature and used prevalently such as Denavit-Hertenberg [1] is not easy, especially for manipulators which have high DOF. In spatial operator algebra, we get Jacobian matrix numerically with a systematic and easy programmable method.
When examining the usage of spatial operator algebra in literature, it takes part in literature with the works done by Rodriguez and his team [2, 3] in JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) which is a center of NASA. When examined generally, this method's basis is known as "screw theory" [4] . Starting from this basis, Featerstone [5] and Angeles [6] 's studies take place in literature. Implementation of spatial operator algebra to various fields is maintained by mainly in JPL Jain and his team [7] [8] [9] that study in this field. By using this theory, Yeşiloğlu [10] develops appropriate dynamic modeling for using various control methods on loads which are transported by cooperation manipulators. As a contribution to spatial operator algebra theory, Yeşiloğlu [11] solves the force distribution problem in the case of kinematic inadequate manipulators taking place in closed cycle topology.
Vpython used in the part of software is a programming language which Scherer and his team [12] add three-dimensional visual library to Python in 1991. In 1990, Python [13] has been developed by Guido van Rossum in Amsterdam. Recently, it is continued to be developed by the volunteers who become members at Python software foundation. It is object oriented and a modular programming language. The modular structure supports both the class string (system) and all kinds of data entry area. It can work in almost any platform.
When examining the usage of Vpython in literature, Sands [14] mentions Vpython's algorithm structure is vector oriented and explains that it can be used in mechanism technique. In their study, Wochal et al. [15] make a visualized form of a mobile robot in Czestochowa and actualize control via Vpython program. Practically, usage of Python in literature is much more. Pedrogosa and his team [16] actualize a machine learning program by using Python. In their study, Cock and his team [17] introduce Biopython and tell there is a module of Python for computational molecular biology.
The Kinematic Modeling with Spatial Operator Algebra
Spatial operators are 6D (six dimensional) vectors including 3D angular and 3D linear velocity operators. Modeling are calculated in the way that these velocity operators' distributions from fixed or moving platform to gripper. In this method, the symbols which are used to calculate kinematic modelling, are shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 shows that any two joints are attached with a link.
The joint types can be prismatic or rotary although whole calculations are the same. The used symbols represent spatial axis vector, joint velocity operator, joint torque and joint force for , , , , respectively. It will explain the calculation of each symbols at following equations. τ and f are operated at dynamical modelling. Therefore, in this study, those are not used.
(1) (2) , (3) Double arrow above the symbol that points the general velocity operator in Eq. (1) indicates that velocity is in the size of (6 × 1). Through the whole calculation, double arrows above the symbol shows that the symbol used is in this size. In spatial operator algebra, it is required to obtain the three basic matrix structures defining this modeling in order to reach the velocity data of link velocity and gripper. These matrix structures are evinced between Eq. (4) and Eq. (6).
Eq. (4) is the link propagation matrix including the data of link's length related to each other. Symbol above the statement , is negative (skew) symmetrical matrix of the operator. As shown in Fig. 1, , is 3D distance which is related from the center of link a to the center of link b.
Eq. (5) is the rotation or translation spatial axis operator including the rotation or translation data of the links. Here, first (3 × 1) part contains the necessary data for rotary joint type; last (3 × 1) part contains the necessary data for prismatic joint type. This operator is updated with multiplication of rotation matrix updated depending on operator joints' move and rotation axis. Rotation matrix used here is derived from Rodriguez formula stated in Eq. 6. Only stating rotation axis data entered in operator formate and rotation angle is sufficient to Rotation axi as in Fig. 2 defining 3D any axis.
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ector can be matrixes are in Eq. (13). (14) are examined that Jacobian matrix is formed by multiplying the previously calculated matrix. Therefore, this matrix can be obtained in a numerical and systematic way. Algorithm that reduces the computational load (real-time) spatial vector algebra is well suited to the in real-time work. Jacobian matrix is calculated as shown in Eq. (15). (14) (15) In the kinematic study, it is prompted to reach generally from the position and velocity of the end effector to the position and velocity of all joints. For this, the inverse of jacobian matrix and the velocity of the end effector must be multiplied each other.
# is the pseudo inverse of the Jacobian matrix. If the dimension of Jacobian matrix is not square, the pseudo inverse matrix is used. For taking pseudo inverse operation, the least-squares method [19] is used. In our study, while the operation is not necessary for 6 DOF manipulator, it is essential for 4 and 8 DOF manipulators. At Python for taking the pseudo inverse of Jacobian matrix, the code particle which is added the program module is used. Since the system is dynamically encoded, Fully pseudo inverse is used regardless of DOF.
The referance input is the desired 3D velocity of the end effector to calculate the joint angles. Afterwards, the required matematical calculations are operated up to reach the given referance background. As the zero position of the manipulators causes singularity during simulation and testing, the initial angles of the joints are taken 0.01 radian. Specified cycle continues until arriving desired error tolerance. The algoritm which is the kinematic model extraction of serial manipulator is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Simulation Results
Testing the inverse kinematic algorithm, it is concluded simulation studies on four, six and eight DOF manipulators. The same reference value is given to these three manipulators as a access for a real comparison. Access reference value is the position clicked on the screen via mouse by the user. In the program, 0.01 cm fault tolerance in the axis is allowed for the referance value. In Fig. 4 , there are manipulator models used for simulation tests. Because of the fact that it is an academic study, in selecting the position of the manipulators' joints, mini extraction of the manipulator existing in the market does not need. Fig. 5 shows approach of the six DOF manipulator to (1, 4.5, 4) m referance position with the inverse kinematic algorithm approach. Fig. 6 shows the position and orientation data's graphic outputs of gripper during this trajectory. Because at the position that manipulator's gripper stand, gripper's orientation data on x, y, z coordinates is not asked. In the graphs, there are just the orientations on each axis at the moment of manipulators' orientation. Fig. 7 shows approach of the eight dof manipulator which is redundant to the same referance position with the inverse kinematic algorithm approach. Fig. 8 shows the position and orientation data's graphic outputs of gripper during this trajectory. Fig. 9 shows approach of the eight dof manipulator which is nonredundant to the same referance position with the inverse kinematic algorithm approach. shows the position and orientation data's graphic outputs of gripper during this trajectory.
Conclusions
The study which is for testing the inverse kinematics algorithm of the spatial vector algebra is applied three basic topologic manipulators on fixed platform. During testing, all manipulators are given same referance inputs for logical comparison. Vpython which is used for simulations, has not a visual library for the convenience of users. Since it allows to work simultaneous view and software codes, it is suitable for real-time studies. At simulation tests conducted in several reference values, it is seen that the algoritm operates robust all manipulator kinds (nonredundant, exact and redundant manipulator) if the given referance input is in working space of the manipulators. In addition, as it can be seen from the graphs the manipulators which have same structure follow same trajectory no matter DOF. 8 DOF manipulator has arrived the target longer and following unnecessary path. It is caused that the axes of rotation are selected randomly. Consequently, the links and joints can prevent each other. 
